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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study is to examine the impact of employee perceptions of an 

organization 's climate for service on two dimensions of role stress (role ambiguity and 

role overload) and the role of job tenure as a potential moderator in this relationship. The 

hypotheses stated that 1) employee perceptions of the climate for service will be 

negatively related to their perceptions of role ambiguity, 2) employee perceptions of the 

climate for service will be negatively related to their perceptions of role overload, 3) job 

tenure will moderate the relationship between role ambiguity and employee perceptions 

of the service climate such that the relationship between these variables will be stronger 

for low-tenure employees, and 4) job tenure will moderate the relationship between role 

overload and employee perceptions of the service climate such that the relationship 

between these variables will be stronger for low-tenure employees. 

In this study, hypotheses one and two were significant such that employee 

perceptions of the climate for service were indeed negatively related to their perceptions 

of role ambiguity and role overload. Additionally, job tenure did moderate the 

relationship between role ambiguity and employee perceptions of service climate 

providing support for hypothesis three, but hypothesis four was not supported. Strengths 

and limitations of the study are discussed, as well as practical implications and further 

research directions. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The issue of quality customer service is of central importance in America today. 

The improvement of service was ranked as the single most challenging task for U.S. 

businesses (Zeithaml, Parasuraman, & Berry, 1990). One reason customer service is such 

an important issue is that the American economy has become a service economy, and 

services account for approximately three-fourths of the gross national product and nine 

out of ten new jobs the economy creates. As the decade of the 90 's closes, more and more 

executives are becoming interested in the quality of service their customers receive 

(Zeithaml, Parasuraman, & Berry, 1990). Businesses that operate with poor service 

quality have average net profits of only 1.1 %, while businesses that operate with 

consistently high service quality earn average net profits of 12% (D 'Egidio, 1990). The 

purpose of this research is to examine the impact of employee perceptions of an 

organization's climate for service on two dimensions of role stress (role ambiguity and 

role overload) and the role of job tenure as a potential moderator in this relationship. 

Quality customer service is a must for all companies in the business world 

because it provides so many advantages to employees and customers. For example, 

motivation improves as positive feedback from the client reinforces an employee's sense 

of self-esteem, the client becomes loyal to the company which promotes future success, 

general productivity and individual performance improve, and proper customer service 

gives the company a good image and strengthens its position in the market (D'Egidio, 

1990). Since it seems obvious that a company will thrive off of service quality, it also 

seems obvious that a company will do its best to make sure that it will provide a climate 



for service. Whi le all organizations need to adapt to different situations in order to 

survive, service organizations must adapt. Service organizations exist as a function of 

their customers so this makes service quality the most important survival strategy. To 

achieve service quality, there needs to be a climate for service (Schneider & Chung, 

1993). With service climate being a somewhat new research interest in the world of 

business psychology, it is important to understand what the term means, how it is created, 

its distinction from other similar ideas, and what it produces if implemented properly. 

Following this discussion, the research on the relationships between role stress, job 

tenure, and service climate is reviewed. This review concludes with four hypotheses that 

seek to characterize the relationship among these variables. 

Schneider (1990) defined climate as "incumbents' perceptions of the events, 

practices, and procedures and the kinds of behaviors that get rewarded, supported, and 

expected in a setting." (p.383). A climate for service refers to employee perceptions of 

the policies, procedures, and behaviors that get rewarded, supported, and expected with 

regard to customer service. Specifically, Lytle, Hom, and Mokwa (1998) defined an 

organization' s climate for service as "an organization-wide embracement of a basic set of 

relatively enduring organizational policies, practices and procedures intended to support 

and reward service-giving behaviors that create and deliver service excellence." (p.459). 

For example, to the extent employees perceive that they are rewarded for delivering 

service quality, their company's service climate will be stronger (Schneider, White, & 

Paul, 1998). A climate for service is not the only type of climate that can exist in an 

organization. There can be climates for safety, climates for productivity, and climates for 

ethics (Schneider, Wheeler, & Cox, 1992). For example, Schwepker, Ferrell, and Ingram 



( l ,),)~) studied the relationship of ethical climate to et hi cal conflict They found that 

sale. persons· perceptions of a positive ethical climate are negatively associated with their 

perceived ethica l conflict with sales managers and top management. 

Creating a climate for service can be quite challenging. Like anything that must 

be created, there is no one way to accomplish it. To change an organization to become 

one that is perceived to be a service climate organization requires attention to multiple 

levels of a company (Schneider, 1990). More often than not, if an organization is going to 

try to create a climate for service, management is a key contributor. Management may 

begin to set goals for employees and may begin to reward exceptional service quality. 

They may begin to implement state of the art technology like computers and training 

equipment to foster the development of better service quality. Customer opinion polls 

may be developed to receive feedback from the consumer to see what they would like to 

have implemented. A service climate begins to develop when all of these procedures and 

ideas begin to flow together and upper and lower level employees coordinate together to 

produce the same result. When all departments envision the common goal of service 

excellence, a service climate begins to emerge (Schneider, Holcombe, & White, 1997). 

When a company offers a product, customer service is often thought of as the 

company fixing that product if it is damaged. Understanding customer service is knowing 

the difference between a service and a good. Customer service is not a tangible product, 

so service organizations have to think differently about their business. Services are more 

intangible than goods. Goods yield "things", while services yield "experiences". Because 

of this, the relationship between the consumer and the service delivered are more 

significant in the evaluation of a service. Services often require consumer participation in 



the production of the service. Without the consumer, the service would be unnecessary. 

Services tend to be produced and consumed at the same time (Schneider, Gunnarson, & 

Niles-Jolly, 1994). For example, in the fast food industry, the delivered product is 

consumed almost immediately. In this case, the quality of service that is delivered for 

this product is of extreme importance because the product is not something that can be 

used over and over again. A customer service representative cannot provide the service to 

the consumer if the consumer is not present. In contrast, a good can be manufactured at 

one place, then shipped, stored, and sold at another place (Schneider, Gunnarson, & 

Niles-Jolly, 1994). When customers say they experience this high quality service, 

employees view their organization 's policies and procedures as good, describe their 

organization as being equally concerned with keeping current customers, and believe they 

are well-trained and that the equipment they use on the job is well maintained and up to 

date (Schneider, Gunnarson, & Ni les-Jolly, 1994). 

In sum, when management creates this climate for service, employees are likely to 

form a certain belief system. They believe that people are the key to their success. They 

realize that their job would not be possible without the employee and the customer. 

Employees have a tendency to treat others as they have been treated. If employees feel 

that they are a valued member of the organization, and are told so, they will return this 

favor to the customer. How employees get treated will show in how they treat the 

customer. When employees begin to realize that their organization is doing what they can 

to provide a service climate, they will begin to feel part of a community where employees 

and customers treat one another like family (Schneider, Gunnarson, & Niles-Jolly, 1994). 

It seems a true grasp of this philosophy can only create a healthy work environment. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Research on an Organi::ation 's Climate for Sen1ice 

Numerous studies have shown the positive effects of an organization producing a 

climate for service. Johnson (1996) found that eight of the eleven service climate 

dimensions that were used in his study were significantly correlated with overall 

customer satisfaction. These results indicate that rewarding and recognizing excellent 

service contributes to a climate for service and is positively related to customer 

satisfaction. The study shows that if a climate for service is evident, customers are going 

to be satisfied with the service because the employees are going to treat the customers 

like they are treated. Schneider, White, and Paul ( 1998) looked at the relationship 

between the service climate of a bank and the quality of service they delivered. Their data 

revealed that companies that pay the most attention to the expectations and needs of the 

customers are more likely to develop a climate for service. In tum, that climate for 

service produces behaviors that result in quality service. 

A service climate not only produces satisfied customers, it also produces 

customers that believe the quality of service they receive is exceptional. Schneider, 

Wheeler, and Cox (1992) attempted to identify specific correlates of a climate for service. 

Their study concluded that the strongest correlates for a climate for service concerned 

doing things that were directly tied to service. This included such things as receiving 

input from the consumer about what they felt were strong and weak points about the 

quality of their service, and gathering opinions about their delivery service process. The 

next strongest correlate was having in place hiring procedures that employed individuals 



who were in tune with the service environment. Thi s way, the company knew of the 

concerns of the consumer while employing people who were able to satisfy these 

concerns. 

It has been noted that a service climate leads to customer satisfaction and quality 

service. The research seems to show that the existence of a climate for service can lead to 

a number of positive outcomes for an organization. It would then be safe to assume that 

the failure to produce a climate for service would hinder production and produce conflict 

in a service organization. It was earlier noted (Schneider & Chung, 1993) that service 

quality results from a service climate. In a service organization, a lack of a climate for 

service can be looked at as a poor work environment. It has been shown that a poor work 

environment is a common work stressor that impairs ability on the job (Tuomi, 

Eskelinen, Toikkanen, & Jaervinen, 1991 ; Hopkins, 1990). In customer service situations, 

employees who do not benefit from a climate for service will oftentimes experience 

different dimensions of stress at work. Iron son ( 1992) identified numerous facets of job 

stress and these facets provide a way of examining job stress that can be more targeted to 

specific jobs. In terms of examining service climate, role overload and role ambiguity 

would seem to be two facets that would be targeted, as discussed below. 

The Relationship Between Role Stress and Climate 

Role overload involves having too much work to do in the time you have 

available to do it, and role ambiguity is described as not knowing what behaviors are 

expected of you on the job (Beehr, Walsh, & Taber, 1976). In terms of role overload, if a 

person has too much to do on the job, it is unlikely that he/she can perform that job well. 

· 1 ' · concern is to serve the customer and if In a customer service context, an emp oyee s mam 



the employee is overly burdened with tasks not concerned wi'th th · · 1 f 1· e1r mam goa o qua 1ty 

service, then the quality of service will be diminished. Also, a service organization 

without a climate for service does not provide the adequate resources to perform the job 

satisfactorily. When a climate for service exists, the main goal for every department in an 

organization should be one of service to the customer. If an employee is receiving 

contradictory expectations from mid-level managers and top management, their view of 

the company's main goal is going to become blurred and they are going to experience 

role ambiguity. The overall level of stress reported by members of organizations is 

positively related to the level of stress experienced because of confusion in job roles (van 

der Velde & Class, 1995). 

The relationship between organizational climate, role overload, and role 

ambiguity has seldom been studied. There is not a wealth of systematic research that 

deals with the influence of an organization's environment on role stress. Role ambiguity 

has most frequently been shown to be correlated with job dissatisfaction and job induced 

stress. Bedeian, Armenakis, and Curran (1981) examined the relationship between 

organizational climate factors and role ambiguity. They hypothesized that role ambiguity 

was negatively correlated with organizational climate factors such as communication 

adequacy, decision making practices, and motivational conditions, to name a few. Role 

ambiguity was found to be significantly negatively correlated with each measure of 

organizational climate. The results of this analysis began to shed light about factors of the 

work environment other than physical factors (Bitner, 1992) that may contribute to work 

related stress. Researchers began to realize that as communication flow, motivational 



factors, and human resource practices become more clear and consistent, roles will 

become less ambiguous. 

Parkington and Schneider (1 979) hypothesized that a discrepancy between an 

employee 's orientation to service and his/her perception of management's orientation to 

service would be related to experienced role ambiguity. It was concluded that if there is a 

discrepancy in the way the employees describe the kind of service orientation they think 

the company should have and the way they describe upper management's service 

orientation, then the more service employees experienced role ambiguity. This research 

goes on to say that the service employees notice this discrepancy between what they 

believe and what they see, and they actually start to act in the same way. The employees 

will believe that they should be service oriented, but their actions at work will not show 

this because they are following the lead of upper management. 

While there is little research that exists that shows the relationship between 

climate for service and role ambiguity, even less exists to characterize the relationship 

between climate for service and role overload. Beehr (1981) found that role overload was 

related to job dissatisfaction, life dissatisfaction, low self-esteem, depressed mood, and 

fatigue. Similarly, Beehr, Walsh, and Taber (1976) found that role overload was 

correlated positively with job dissatisfaction, fatigue, and tension. Based on this research, 

it seems logical to explore the possibility of a relationship existing between service 

climate, dissatisfaction, and fatigue. If role overload seems to produce dissatisfaction and 

fatigue, then perhaps employee will feel that they are dissatisfied and tense because the 

· · · d · · place for them to adequately do their orgamzat1on does not have the desire services m 



job This assum ption is the basis for hypothesis two, which is stated at the end of this 

review. 

Job Tenure as a Moderating Influence 

There is an abundance of evidence suggesting that tenure in an organization can 

have a significant impact on performance, job attitudes, and work perceptions (Churchill, 

Ford, & Walker, 1976; Ingram and Bellenger, 1983; Walker, Churchill, & Ford, 1975). In 

almost all of these studies, job tenure is treated as the direct predictor of a particular 

variable. There has been little research that has examined the impact of job tenure as a 

moderator between two variables (Johnston, Parasuraman, & Futrell, 1989). Job tenure is 

the length of time an individual has worked in a specific position in an organization 

(Michaels & Dixon, 1994). In regard to this particular study, job tenure can be an 

important variable because it seems that the longer you have been in a particular position, 

the more strategies you have developed to combat circumstances where procedures or 

policies are not sufficient for you to efficiently perform your job. When a new employee 

starts a new job, he/she is at an obvious disadvantage compared to his/her fellow 

employees because those who have been working for an extended period of time know 

the "tricks of the trade". In a service environment, a low-tenured employee is going to 

have a very hard time in a company without a climate for service because the company 

will not have the resources necessary for them to provide sufficient service. High-tenured 

employees will have developed coping strategies to combat the lack of resources 

available to them. Low-tenured employees are going to experience a great deal of role 

stress in this environment because they have not yet learned how to compensate for the 

lack of service related structure in their job. The research below shows this relationship. 



Walker, Churchill , and Ford ( I 977) found support for thi s relationship in their 

studies invol ving salesmen. Salesmen as the nature of their J·ob sugg t ft ~ , es s, o en 1ace new 

and unusual situations where there is really no guidance as to how to approach a certain 

situation. Because of this, salesmen are likely to focus on unrelated tasks and may feel 

uncertain as to how to do their job. It is suggested that as the salesman gains experience 

on the job, he is more likely to gain an accurate understanding of what is expected of him 

and how he should do his job. Experience will teach the salesman which situations can be 

ignored or paid attention to, thus helping him cope with the conflicts he faces . Therefore, 

the longer he is in the position of salesman, the less role overload and ambiguity he will 

experience. 

Jackson and Schuler (1985) found that job tenure and role ambiguity tend to be 

inversely related. A separate study by Walker, Churchill, and Ford (1975) also reported 

an inverse relationship for role ambiguity and job tenure among industrial workers. 

Interestingly, a study conducted by Johnston, Parasuraman, and Futrell (1989) examined 

the moderating effect of job tenure on the relationship between leadership behavior and 

role stress and also on the relationship between role stress and different facets of job 

satisfaction. They believed that the relationship between leadership behavior and role 

stress will be stronger for low-tenure salespeople than for high-tenure salespeople. They 

also believed the relationship between role stress and different facets of job satisfaction 

will be stronger for low-tenure salespeople than for high-tenure salespeople. The 

rationale for these hypotheses was that salespeople with low-tenure are likely to be more 

sensitive to work-related variables like leadership behavior and role stress. These 

hypotheses say that role stress will be minimized for low-tenured employees because they 



are more likely to turn to leaders and ask for guidance in decisions before they can 

actually feel like they don't know how to get the job done. The leaders are going to pay 

more attention to the low-tenured employees because the managers know there will be 

situations early on in their work experience that may cause conflict. This rationale, 

however, was not supported because these hypotheses were not found to be significant. 

This evidence suggests that low-tenure employees do indeed experience more role stress. 

Based on the reviewed literature, four hypotheses are presented that attempt to 

characterize the relationships between climate for service, role stress, and job tenure: 

Hypothesis 1: Employee perceptions of the climate for service is negatively 

related to their perceptions of role ambiguity. 

Hypothesis 2: Employee perceptions of the climate for service is negatively 

related to their perceptions of role overload 

Hypothesis 3: Job tenure mode:ates the relationship between role ambiguity and 

employee perceptions of the service climate such that the relationship between 

these variables is stronger for low-tenure employees. 

Hypothesis 4: Job tenure moderates the relationship between role overload and 

employee perceptions of the service climate such that the relationship between 

these variables is stronger for low-tenure employees. 



CHAPTER III 

"METHODOLOGY 

Participants 

The sample for this study consisted of 2620 employees of a southern-based fast 

food restaurant chain who volunteered to participate The part·c· t · 1 · d . 1 1pan s mam y cons1ste 

of in-store, hourly restaurant workers, and not members of the corporate team. 

Participants completing the survey were 71 % female and 29% male. The percentage of 

White/Caucasian participants was 39%, Black/African American participants was 52%, 

and the remaining 9% of the participants were of another race/ethnicity. A total of 56% of 

the participants were low-tenure employees, and 44% were high-tenure employees. 

Participants ranging in age from 16-22 constituted 43% of the sample while those aged 

56 and older constituted 3%. 

Procedure 

The collection of the data was completed by two members of the faculty and a 

graduate student at Austin Peay State University through a mail survey of this southern

based fast food restaurant chain. Each restaurant received a letter describing the purpose 

of the study, instructions concerning how to complete and return the survey, an informed 

consent statement, and their rights as participants. All measures were obtained on 

company time during November and December of 1999. In total, 9,282 surveys were 

distributed to 357 individual restaurants. More than 47% of these restaurants responded 

to the survey, returning 2,620 useable surveys. The individual response rate was 28%. 

The mean number of surveys returned from each restaurant was approximately 15 · 



Measures 

Four measures assessing employee perceptions of service climate, role ambiguity, 

role overload, and job tenure were included in the body of the survey. A section assessing 

demographic information was also included at the end of the survey. These measures are 

described below. 

Climate for Service. A climate for service has been conceptualized as a set of 

organizational policies, practices and procedures intended to support and reward service 

behaviors that create and deliver service excellence (Lytle, Hom, & Mokwa, 1998). This 

dimension was measured using the SERV*OR. The domain of an organization's climate 

for service is represented by the ten fundamental dimensions of the SERV*OR shown 

below: 

Table 1 

The SERV*OR Dimensions 

SERV*OR Dimension 

Servant Leadership 

Service Vision 

Customer Treatment 

Employee Empowerment 

Service Failure Prevention 

Service Failure Recovery 

Explanation of Dimension 

Servant-leaders lead by example. They set the service 

standards by their own behaviors at work. 

The driving force that enables the organization to 

aspire to exceptional service. 

The treatment of customers and how it affects a 

customer's perception of service. 

Giving employees responsibility and authority in 

meeting customers' needs. 

Actively and effectively preventing customer 

complaints and service failures. 

Actively and effectively responding to customer 

complaints and service failures. 



Service Technology 

Service Standards 
Communication 

Service Training 

Service Rewards 

Using cutting edge technology to deliver exceptional 

service. 

Understanding various service standards to maximize 

achievement and minimize service failures . 

Employees being trained to deliver service with a 

smile, thank customers, and be courteous. 

Employees are compensated/rewarded for exceptional 

service. 

The SERV*OR is a measure that consists of 3 5 items that address these ten separate 

dimensions. Both dimension scores and an overall score of service climate can be 

calculated using the SERV*OR. The creators of the SERV*OR have found that 

organizational performance is related to many of the SERV*OR dimensions and to an 

overall measure of service climate; however, only the overall score will be analyzed in 

this study because of the nature of the role stress variables. For an employee to 

experience role ambiguity or role overload, a combination of problems usually exists. It 

is unlikely that an employee would experience either of these two types of role stressors 

based solely on one dimension. Participants in the study replied to these items on a 7-

point agree-disagree scale. The responses of participants to the 35 items of the SERV*OR 

will be averaged to produce an overall service climate score. The reliability of the scale 

was estimated at .95 . The survey containing the items from the SERV*OR scale can be 

found in the Appendix . For more information concerning this scale, refer to Lytle, Hom, 

and Mokwa, (1998). 

Role overload. Role overload is having too much work to do in the time that is 

available. Role overload was measured using the following three items taken from Beehr, 



Walsh, and Taber, (1976) : "I am given enough time to do what· d f 1s expecte o me on the 

job", "It often seems like I have too much work for one person to do," and "The 

performance standards on my job are too high given all the things I have to do." The 

items were rated on a 7-point agree-disagree scale. The responses of participants to the 

three items measuring role overload will be averaged to produce an overall role overload 

score. The reliability for this scale was estimated at .48. 

Role ambiguity. Role ambiguity is not knowing what behavior is expected of you 

on the job. Role ambiguity was measured using the following four items taken from 

Beehr, Walsh, and Taber (1976): "My supervisor makes sure his/her people have clear 

goals to achieve", "My supervisor makes it clear how I should do my work", "I don 't 

know what performance standards are expected of me," and "It is clear what is expected 

of me on my job." The items were rated on a 7-point agree-di sagree scale. The responses 

of participants to the four items measuring role ambiguity wi ll be averaged to produce an 

overall role ambiguity score. The reliability of thi scale was estimated at .65 . 

Job tenure. Job tenure was measured by participants responding to one of six 

categories that assessed the length of time they had been employed by the restaurant. The 

categories were as follows : "less than 90 days", "90 days but less than 6 months", "6 

months but less than 1 year", " I year but less than 3 years", "3 years but less than 5 

years", and "5 years or more." 

Demographic Information. Data was collected assessing the race, education level, 

d h.ft k d . b t"tle and work status (part-time vs. full-time) for each gen er, s 1 wor e , age, JO 1 , 

participant. 



f)ato A 11alrs1s 

The data was analyzed using a correlational study to eval t h h h ua e researc ypot eses 

one and two . A correlation matrix was analyzed to determine the strength and direction of 

the relationship between the two role variables (role overload and role ambiguity) and 

employee perceptions of an organization' s climate for service. Analyses focused on the 

total scores on the role ambiguity, role overload, and organizational climate for service 

measures. 

To evaluate research hypotheses three and four, a median split was first 

completed on the moderator variable (job tenure) to place participants into a high-tenure 

and a low-tenure group. For both the high and low-tenure groups, correlations were 

computed between role overload and climate for service, and role ambiguity and climate 

for service. According to the hypotheses, the correlation between an organization's 

climate for service and employee role conflict and role ambiguity will be stronger for 

those who are low-tenured employees. Then, to determine if an interaction existed, the 

correlations were transformed to z-scores using Fisher' s z-transformation and a z-test 

was used to determine if a significant difference existed between the two scores (Bobko, 

1995). 



CHAPTERIV 

RESULTS 

Four research hypotheses were proposed in this study. To examine the first two 

research questions regarding the relationships between climate for service, role 

ambiguity, and role overload, a correlation matrix was analyzed. Descriptive statistics 

and intercorrelations between variables can be found in Table 2 located below. Both 

hypotheses one and two were supported by significant correlations between climate for 

service, role ambiguity, and role overload. Because multiple correlations were computed, 

the Bonferroni adjustment was used to minimize the possibility of committing a Type I 

error. 

Table 2 

Descriptive Statistics and Variable Correlations 

Variable SD l 

I. Climate for Service 4.93 1.02 0.95 

2. Role Ambiguity 2. 75 1. 32 -0.60* 0.65 

3. Role Overload 3.56 1.44 -0.3 5* 0.37* 0.48 

4. Job Tenure 3.15 1. 68 0 00 -0.04 0.11 * 

Note:(N=2162) h d. 
0 

alrepresentCronbach 'salpha. 
*Indicates significance at p<.001. Values on t e ia::,on 



To examine the third and fourth research hypotheses regarding whether or not job 

tenure moderated the relationship between service climate, role ambiguity, and role 

overload, correlations between these variables were computed in both the low and high

tenure groups as determined by a median split. According to the hypotheses, the 

correlation between the variables should be stronger for those whose job tenure falls 

below the group median. The results from this analysis can be found in Table 3 located 

below. The analysis revealed that job tenure does in fact moderate the relationship 

between climate for service and role ambiguity but does not moderate the relationship 

between climate for service and role overload. 

Table 3 

Correlation Coefficients and z-Values Between Climate for Service and Role 

Ambiguity/Role Overload in Designated Job Tenure Groups 

Variables 

I. Role Ambiguity and Service Climate 

2. Role Overload and Service Climate 

Note: *Indicates significance at p<. 05 

Hi gh Tenure 

-0.57 

-0.34 

Low Tenure 

-0.63 

-0.37 

z-Value 

2. 11 * 

0.99 



CHAPTER V 

DISC USS IO 

The purpose of this study was to examine the rel t. h. b . 
a 10ns 1P etween climate fo r 

service, role ambiguity, and role overload and to determi·n ·f · b h , e I Jo tenure ad a 

moderating influence on these relationships among employees of a southern-based fast 

food restaurant chain. The results indicate that a significant, negative relationship exists 

between climate for service and role ambiguity, and climate for service and role overload. 

The most important finding in this study was that job tenure moderated the 

relationship between climate for service and role ambiguity. This shows that individuals 

with low job tenure were more likely to let the perceptions of their organization's climate 

for service affect their level of role ambiguity. It was hypothesized that the relationship 

between climate for service and role overload would be moderated by job tenure, but this 

relationship was not supported. A couple of factors may be the cause of this. First, the 

reliability of the role overload scale was very low at .48. Second, the correlation between 

job tenure and role overload was a positive one, but the nature of this study would expect 

it to be negative. It was believed that as job tenure increased, role overload would 

decrease, but that was not the case. This implies that as an employee stays longer with the 

organization, he/she actually starts to accumulate more responsibilities and may have less 

time to complete his/her work. It appears the employees in this study felt role overload 

· · d · h h anization not because they felt because of mcreased work as they remame wit t e org , 

. . F h search is needed to validate this the organization lacked a climate for service. urt er re 

theory. 



These findings suggest that the lo1iaer an e I . 
o mp oyee stays with an organization, the 

more he/she is going to learn about the policies proced d " . 
' ures, an ways of domg things." 

As the employee continues to learn this information the less 1 b. . . 
' ro e am 1gu1ty he/she will 

experience because it has become increasingly clear as to how t ..c h . 
o peuorm t e work. This 

finding is consistent with the rationale that when an employee rem · · • • ams m a position over 

a period of time, he or she perceives less role stress (Ford, Walker, & Churchill, 1975; 

Walker, Churchill, & Ford, 1977). 

The findings of this research study provide an extension to the literature that 

concerns factors other than physical factors that can contribute to employee stress. It has 

been shown that various characteristics of the environment such as lighting, noise, and 

scent have caused stress in a work environment (Darley & Gilbert, 1985; Wineman, 

1982); however, Bedeian, Armenakis, and Curran ( 1981) found that factors such as 

improper human resource practices, poor communication flow, and motivational 

concerns can also contribute to work related stress. An employee's perception of an 

organization's climate for service, as this study shows, can result in the employee 

experiencing more or less stress while on the job. This provides further evidence that day 

to day operations can be just as stressful as environmental concerns. 

One of the major strengths of this study was a very large sample size. The 2620 

employees that participated in this study provided it with a great amount of statistical 

power. Another major strength of this was the high reliability of the SERV*OR 

instrument. The reliability was estimated at .95 . 

• 1· b·1· f th two role stress 
This study is not without its limitations. Flfst, the re ia I ity O e 

b. -1 ale and the role overload scale 
measures was low. The reliabilities of the role am igui Y sc 



were .65 and .48, respectively. It is worth noting, however, that removing the role 

ambiguity item that reads "I don 't know what performanc t d d 
e s an ar s are expected of me" 

would lead to a reliability of .78 on the role ambiguity scale S d . . 
· · econ , part1c1pants may 

have experienced some fatigue effects due to the length of the Th survey. e complete 

survey consisted of 68 items plus a section covering demographic information. 

Additionally, since the participants were instructed to complete the surv ey on company 

time, they may have been pressured by their managers to finish quickly. This may have 

caused employees to misread questions or to answer questions as quickly as possible 

without thinking about them thoroughly. Third, the survey was fi lled out in a working 

environment where employees usuall y try to look socially desirable. In an environment 

where individuals try to look good and perform well fo r promotions, raises, and praise, 

participants may have fill ed out the survey with the idea of making themsel es look 

good. 

The results of this study can have some practical implications in the service 

world. This research may help managers become more aware of the fact that low-tenure 

employees are not going to be completely comfortable with what is required of them on 

the job. Managers must become more lenient and helpful to these low-tenure employees 

to reduce some of the role stress they will experience in starting a new job. This study 

also emphasizes the importance of creating a climate for service in a service environment. 

. . . • · nee less role stress which will As this climate 1s created, employees are gomg to expene 

lead to lower absenteeism and turnover rates, and better qual ity service for the cuStomer. 

. . . 1 earch area, further research is 
Because climate for service 1s a relative Y new res 

. fi rvice and other organizational 
needed to identify relationships between chmate or se 



Vari ables. The present study took place with participants from a cast c0 d t b 1• 11 o res aurant, ut 

the study could be replicated in another service industry such as banking. Banking would 

provide a good environment because employees may feel under more stress initially 

because they work with large amounts of money Perhaps a climate for service in this 

environment would not reduce role stress as much because a great deal of stress is 

already present. Another avenue of research to possibly pursue is to gather customer 

perceptions of an organization's climate for service. A service organization's main goal is 

to provide quality service to the customer. It would then seem beneficial to know how 

your customers perceive the climate of the organization. This would provide information 

to the company about where to make changes to satisfy the needs of their customers. 
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APPENDIX 



• • . ection s: The Krystal Company Customer Service Survey 

Dir J . 11e n,ur k\\:l .i( :t!,.'rcemcnl 
11

·nh c:ach , t,llernent below I . 1-11 . . ~~~~~~~~~~~;J~~~~~~!~~~~~~~~~i:?: 11
, . 1,( 111 1~- • 1 J\ I 1ng 111 the ..-rr 
·"·:,, mte tiubbk (lUE:::>TlO SAP! EAR O BOTH SIDES OF THIS FOR.tv -.U PLL<\.SEUSENO. 2 PrnCil. [> 

J!';~;1jer the cmplorce,. polic1e,. procedures. and m,magement team in YOUR I. I RlGIIT I WRONG 
L, , l ONl. y 1rhen n.:,pond1ng to the SUf\\:1· qucs11on, . . • • • ,,..,,, o ""' I r•,tJUf3n .__ ____ _:::__-1__::'.~'.'::_~'._'.::...,._,:'._.2®~ 

c. rnY restaurant (location # --~::----:--------
111 . th ul . ) ... 

E lovees care to r customers as ev wo d like to be cared for I mp , , . 
, Employees go the "extra mile" for customers. 

We are noticeably more friendly and courteous than our competi tors 
) , 
~ It oikn ,eems like I ha\·e too much work for one person to do. 

Dcision; are made "close to the customer. " In other words emplovee · ofi.e ak . 5. 1,; • • - ~ n m e important customer 
decisions without seeking management approval. 

6 Emplorees hare the freedom and authority to act indcpendentlv in order to prO\'I.de . II . . . . exce ent sernce. 
i. We enhance our sef\·ice capabilities through "state-of-the-art" technology. 

Technology is used to build and devdop higher lel·e!s of sm ·ice quality 

9 The performance standards on my job are too high given all the things I have to do. 

IO We go out of our way to prevent customer problems 

l l. We go out of our way to "head off' or prevent customer problems rather than reacting to problems once 

they occur. 

J~ i\'e Jclil'dy li;ten to our customers. 

13 I do not feel Like "pa11 of the fami lv" at thi.s restaurant. 

!4 We use high lel·els of technology to support the etfons of mc:n and 11·omc:n on the front line. 

15 hcry effort is made: lo explain the resul ts of customer research to employees in W1derstand11ble terms. 

16 There IS a true commitment to sef\·ice in this restaurant, not just "lip serYice " 

17 We do not wait fo r customers to complain. We use internal standards to pinpoml potential problems 

before we receive customer complaints. 

I I do not fed "emotionalh· attached" to this restaurant. 

19 hery employee undc:rstands aU of the customer service standards that have been instituted by this 

restaurant. 

20 \\'e hare Je1·d opc:d a chain of obj c:cti1·c:s linking together e1·ery restaurant in support of lhe orporate 

1·1510n. 

21 Sen·iee perform:mcc: measurc:s are communicated openly to all employec:s regardlc:ss of position or function. 

~2 I will probably look for a nell' job in the next Year. 

23. Customas are viewed as opportunities to sef\·e rather than as sources of re\·enue. 
24 It 15 bdiel'ed fundamental h· that the organization c:xi sts o serYe the needs of our customers. 

Management constantly co,rununicates the importance of scf\·ice. 
1 Jo not led a strong sense of belonging to m1· restaurant. 

\lanagement 1s constant ly measuring ser-·,ce quality. 

• \ Jnagement sholl's that the1· care about ser.ice br constanth· gi\·1ng of themse!l·es. 
\.fa · · nh l ' ab,litv to provide: excellent · nJgemc:nl pro1·ides n:sources, not ju,t "lip sef\icc: . • lo e ance emp oYee s . -
sen ice 

30 It wou!J be 1wy hard for me to lea1·c: this rc:staurant nght now, c:\·en if I wantc:d to. . . . 
31 \! . . _ : alitY notJUSl producuwy. 

· anagenienl prol'ldes excellent incentil'es and rell'ards at all leYels tor sen ,ce qu - ' 
32 Tl 11s restaurant not1cc:abh· cc:lc:bratc, sef\ ·ice excc:lknce . · 
33, herv I . - . . - h' -~ blfl' to deliver higb quali ty semce. 

· enip oyc:e rece11·es personal ski lls tramrng that enhance~ LC>1,1er a 1 1 - . 
34 \\·~ . . . I . ndc: huzher Ie\·els ol ser\'1ce. 

35 
,p,nJ I uch ti me and dfon in s11nulated training act11·111.:, that he Pus pro " 

iiuuld probably be better off working for another company. . . 
36 \\ · . · ,, . . . _ and front -li ne: emplo~ees. 

· anagement rc:gularh_· spc:nds time "i n the tidd" or "on the: tloor \l'I th cu,tomer, 
3- \ 

· !anJgc:rs ~ive personal input and leadership toll'ard creating quality ,er.ice. _ 
Dun , d s 10ward ·ustomer, 

ng training ,c:ss1ons. 11·e do ex~rci,;c:s to 1dc:nuh· and 1mproi·c: attitu c: 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Strongly 
Agree 

II 
11 

: i 



rnY restaurant 
In . . • • 

I \"' an c:-:ccli<:nt sv, tcm tor handlmu customer comp hint, 
1
- . • 

39 \\'c 1a c · · _ _. ~ • , or serY1ce lollow-up . 
• • 1 • n: cstabli , hcJ prob km-, oil mg groups lo enhance our abTt,.- . . 

411 \\ c 1a _ _ 1 1 _ to resol1·e ser1·icc brcakd .. 
, Ol' tJe fo llow-up ,c1Y1cc calls to conl11m that our services. , 

1 
. . 011ns. 

-l I \\ c pr . . . , . . . . . . are Jemg pron dcd proper!\·. 
. ,n Jc customer, 11 Ilh an 1::--:p li c1l " ;: r1 rcc guarantee · -l; \\ e pre · 

R. ht now star ing ll'ith thi s restaw·ant is a matt<:r uf neecssit\' a , m ·h J . 
.J3 1g · · · · . , s Uc as c:sr re . 
.J -l I irnu lJ he l '<'.f: ' happv to ,pend the rest of ml' car<c:er in this res taurant. 

1 am gi ven enough time to do what is expected of me on the Job. ~5. 
-l6 This restaurant has a great deal of personal meanin g for me. 

-l " 1 do oot t~d any obligation to remain with tbis restaurant. 

JS Emplovees go out of their way to reduce incom·eniences fo r customers. 

49_ Too much ofrny life would be disrupted for me to leave th.is restaurant in the near fu ture. 
ji"i I rd lr kd as ifthi , restaurant 's prob lems are rn1· oll"n. 

I beliel'e tha t I have too few options to consider lea\ing this resta uran t. 51 

S; t)nc nfth c Je1r net!a ti1·e consequences of lea1·ing thi s restaurant ll"ould be scarcity of ai·adable 
Jltcmau1·es. 

53 One of the major reasons I continue to work fo r this restaurant is that Jea,·ing would require 

considerable personal sacrifice; another job may not match the overaU benetits J han: here. 
SJ J ll lkn thrnk of qu1tt111 g 

55 I hare en,1utU1 t11ne to ser.-e customers ;ind get rnv other 306 tasks c mplctcJ. 

)" I 110 IJ 1-.:e l gud t1· 1f I k ti th is restaur:.int no\\' 

5- This restaurant Jescr1·es my loyalty. 

5~ I Jun·t J.Jio11· 11 h:.11 r a fo rmance st:.i nd:.i rds arc e:--:rected of me 

j•l I ,1wc a grc:at deal lo thi s restauran t. 

b,1 _,\JI 111 all . I am sall sticd 11·1th m1· _1oh 

61 In geom!. I don't ltke my job. 

·,: In ~cnerJI. I l1 ~e worki ng here . 

b1 ~II' supm·i ,or makes it clear how I shou ld d my work. 

' I ,1tkn seems th :.it I ha1·e to choose bet11een ser,111g customers anJ comrk 1ng ot.her tasks 

• 5 I 11,rn ld nor kan: this restauran no\\' because I hu1·c J sense of ob hgat ron o the pc pie 10 it 
.,., it I'\ l.'.! r.ir \\ hJt 1s c\ pc( teJ o f me on rn~· 1uh 

~) .. ~ I ~ ~upcn·1sor mJke.s sure her/hts peop l~ hn\'c clear goab tu achtc\·e. 

., , Ercn if 11 were ,1 rn1· JJ1·antagc. I Ju not feel Il 11 ou!J he nght to ka1·e thi s res aurant n w 

Strnngty 
Disagree -Strnn!!J)' 

Agree --------------
-
-----I I 
- r ---------

Experience wi th Krystal : 
le~, llJJn •lQ JJ \"s 

Ra ce/Ethnicity (select one) : Highest Level of Education Completed: 

·lO JJ I", bu t less than 6 month, 

·, :::,,n hs b t ks, han I 1·e:.1 r 

ICJr I ks; Lfun 3 rears 

~ ·, i: .i r-,; hl!l '. r ,, lun S \ 'l' Jrs 

5 ic.1r, ,,r 11ll1re . 

Woik Status: 
.l!l-ti mc lies, h:m ,I() hours ) 

~u 1t-1 • 
• 1111

1: 1 -l il h,,urs l' r more) 

As1 :.1 11 

Black. .-\ fn c;in Amrncan 

l-11,rJnrc I !1 J\" h : Jll\" rJ. ·) 

NJt1 1 e .-\men<.:Jn 

\\ l11tc CJuca,1an 

Other 

Elementary . 11 die chool (not m re than y·c l 

me High hool (I than 4 y-ears) 

! ligh -.:h 11 Grad ate tJ yc.lf'S) 

! {i h ·chool Gra ate (GED) 

:;; , ,: Cille e I kss than J 1·e:i.rs) 

Colkge Gradua c (J-ycar degrc-c l 

Gender ·. Sh ift Work (select most appropriate) : d 
6 J et ween l O p m on a m F cmak between a m J.J1 - r m 

\.l:.ik bc: tween 2 p m JnJ JO rm 

-----
--

Age : 

JJ. J~ 

.j '} · 55 

)() . D I 

· . t rant or corporate titles) 
Job Tit le: (Select most appropriate from res au 

O 
t r.; Admrn1s1raun: -

' hu' Leader · m:c Re:1011J! Director 

() ~ ,111J ll l\T 

Dire . or uf .-\.re:i Oper Jt1l1ns 

D1,tnct Supe1Y1,ur 

Re, t:rnranl Ciencr:.il \ !:inJ~er 

.-\ s,1, tJn t Rc, t:iurant \ !an:i~cr 

Pr u ion .-\ss -1ate 

·erY1 ·c .-\s, ·iat c: 

Q 'C _-\,;,c ' IJ te 

Orfaer, 

. lanager.; 

uper-1 · rs 

echmc1ans 

Coordinators 

----
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